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flBSTRRCT

Experience eith several helium cooled reactors has been
favorable, and t*o coaaercial plants are now operating. Both of
these units are of the High Teaperature Graphite Gas Cook 1 concept,
one in the United States and the other in the Federal Republic of
Geraany. The initial he N U B charge fop e reactor of the 1000 JSHfe)
size is aodest, "15,000 Kg.

INTRODUCTION

HeUua in a nearly ideal coolant for nuclear reactor poser
stations. It has both high theraal capacity and conductivity, a lo«
cross-section for neutrons, and is cheaicaliy inert. Heliua of so
has no phase change at temperatures of interest, is easily separated
froa iapurities, is optically transparent, and offers convenient
leak detection. Thus, heliua properly belongs to the nuclear field.
However, i t has soae d i sadvcrtt ages: I ov dens i t y, saa 11 BO I ecu I ar
size (hence, soae propensity to leak froa containers), lov heat
transfer coefficient, and poor lubricating properties.

The effectiveness of h e H U B as a nuclear reactor coolant has
been deaonstrated in several expertBentaI reactors and in t«o
coaaercia! units (a third is now in the start-up phase), ftIthough
Bony heIiun-cooled design concepts were considered in the early
phase of nuclear energy development, these have focused into a
single class of high teaperature graphite reactors (HTGRs).

Teo basic concepts ar« eaployed for the reojton cores. Qae
consists of prisaatic fuel eleaents in an orderly array. The other
Is coaprised of a bed of spherical fuel eleaents.

HISTORICflL BflSE OF EXPERIENCE

H e H U B SOS considered as a nuclear poser station coolant as
early as 1947.1*2 Despite the aany advantages •hich heliua offered,
the technology «aa liaited, and a decade passed aith little
progress. Then, aItost suddenly, a surge of interest occurred ahich
led to the establishment of projects for six different heliua-cooled
reactors. These «ere Peach Bottoa,3 Dragon,* UH1«EX,5 DUR^, EGCD,?
and EB0B.8 The current HTGR coaaercial units are the Fort St. tfroJn



Reactor? In the U.S.fi. and the Thorlut High Temperature Reactor
(THTR)fO in the Federal Republic of Germany. The sponsorship and
characteristics of these reactors are shown in Table 1. These
projects have been quite varied and, In total, have many
accomplishments. To Mention a fern, they have demonstrated the
feasibility of high temperature and high pressure helium systeas for
nuclear service, produced high thermal efficiencies, operated lith
100 inventory requirements for fissionable materials, demonstrated
radioactively clean circuits for converti®nt maintenance, and, in
general, have had excellent availability.

Pebble-bed type reactors are proposed for the future in the
Federal Republic of Germany. Electricity generating plants are
sized at 300 or 500 flU(e); smaller units are planned for the
production of process heat. In the United States, ne» plants are
being designed by a consortium of companies with the cooperation of
the Gas-Cooled Reactor Rssociates (GCRR), vhich is sponsored by 32
utility companies. These and other concepts ore being considered by
the U.S. Department of Energy, including a smsH [100-125 ffll(e)]
pebble-bed reactor and a slightly larger concept of the prismatic
fuel design. R development program also exists in Japan mith plans
for a 50 HU(t) test reactor.

HTGR BASIC DESIGN FERTURES

The principal features of High Temperature Graphite Reactors
are made possible through the use of helium as a coolant and
graphite for the high tempe ature core structures. Rnother basic
feature is the use of pyrolitic carbon-coated ceramic fuel particles
•hich are embedded in a graphitic fuel structure. Tiny microspheres
(~35Q Mm) of uranium carbide and uranium dioxide are coated aith
multiple layers of pyrolytically deposited carbon and a layer of
silicon carbide to contain both tha fiel and tht» radioactive
products from fission. Rn innermost layer of lo« density pyrolytlc
carbon provides space for fisstan product accumulation end for fuel
smelling, on Impervious layer of high-density pyrolitic carbon
serves as a pressure shell, a 'aye/11 of silicon carbide prevents
diffusion of cesiun and other fission products mhich might permeate
the inner pyrolytic carbon layer, and an outer protective layer of
pyrolitlcally deposited carbon completes the fuel particle
structure.



Table 1. Early helius-cooled nuclear reactors

Designation

Peach BottoB0

Dragon
RUR»
UHTREX8
EGCRJ

EBOR*
Fort St. Uraln
THTR»

Sponsorship

GfiVP.E.VHTROfic
0ECQ-0ragond

RUR GabH'
USRECM.RSL1
USREC-TURk

USREC-CR
BRVPSC"
HK6P

Ppuer Level. HU
Electrical

10
0
15
0
30

0
330
300

Thermal

115
20
51
3

88

10
812
750

Date
, Construction

Started

1962
1961
1957
1962
1959

1961
1%8
1971

Date
Operational

1967
1961
1968
J967
1M5>

1965'
1976
1985

Oet@
TereSn@t@d
or Status

1974
1976

Operating
1969

Cancel! led

Cancelled
Dperat 9 ng
In startup

^General Rtoalc (no* GR Technologies).
Philadelphia Electric Coapany.
sHIgh Temperature Reactor Deuelopaent flssoclates,
Organization for Economic Cooperation and
Osyelapient, European Nuclear Energy flgency
Dragon Project.
sftobsItegeeeInschaft Uersuehs-reakt or.
'Sponsorship IneSudes: 8ro»n 9ouerl/Krupp,
Kernforschungsanlage Julieh, and Eurgtoa.

Alltra High Temperature

United States Rtonlc
'Los Rlaaos Nations
JExp«rliental Qas-Ccsled
^Tennessee UalSey Ruthorlty.
•Project eane@SI©d before operation.
^ExperIlent o8 lery111u»~QxIde React or.
"Pub lie SenMIee of Col orado.
»ThoHurs Hoch Tetperatur* Reek tor.
PHochtonperatur Kefnkrafteerk« GibH.



In the prismatic fuel eleaent, the alcrospheres are embedded
in a partially graphitized Matrix in the fora of ssall sticks
(1.24 ea dla. by 6.3 CB long). The sticks are Inserted into holes
in graphite blocks. Heliua coolant flots through alternate paraiiei
cylindrical passages. In the spherical graphite fuel element, which
is 6 ca in disaster! the aicrospheres are embedded in a carbon
matrix in the inner region of the sphere. The designs of the
prisaatic and sphericol fuel are shorn respectively in Figures 1 and
2. To fora the reactor core of prIstatic eleaents, Individuol units
are stacked in an array as shorn in the sectional vlea of Figure 3.
In contrast, the spheres are essentially poured into the reactor
central chaaber and cooled directly by heliua floeing over their
surfaces. In both cases, highly purified graphite is used, which
offers excellent neutronie properties.

The large aasses of graphite provide high thermal stability
•ith large heat capacity to prevent overheating in the unlikely
event of loss of cooling accidents. Since the heliua is inert and
both the fuel and the graphite can sustain very high temperatures,
the aargins of safety for this reactor are great. It also has a
negative neutronic teaperature coefficient such that the fission
process Is autoaaticaSly reduced and terminated if a teaperature
excusion occurs for any reason.

Prestressed concrete pressure vessels are used for both the
prisaatic and pebble-fueled reactors as shown in Figure 3. These
structures have excellent safety and operational features and have
been used for both of the large coaaercial units. (However, steel
vessels aay be preferable for saalI reactors and have been used for
the eeveral expertsentaI units.) The prestressed concrete pressure
vessel maintains a high integrity •ith respect to failure by virtue
of a Bultiplicity of fires and cables which resist the high internal
pressure of the heliua coolant (6.2 f!Pa).

As can be seen in Figure 4, the steaa generators and the
heliua circulators are enclosed in separate but connected pods of
the prestressed concrete pressure vessel. Thus, the entire heliua
circuit is contained within a single enclosure and does not require
aajor external piping. Seal I water-cooled auxiliary heat transfer
systems illustrated in Figure 3 are utilized to remove the fission
product decay heat foNoting reactor shutdown in the event of loss
of the primary cooling system. The total coablnation of these
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Figure 1. Particles molded into compacts for insertion in
integrated HT6R fuel element.
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Figure 2. Modular HTGR uses coated fuel particles in pebble form.
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features provides a highly secure and fell-protected nuclear systei
elth assarsd cooling for all! noraal and dice I dental conditions.

The general configuration of the pebble-bed reactor vessel Is
siailar to that for the prIstatic-fueled unit. Hoaever, the
sphericai fuel eleeents take possible refueling during operation.
Fresh or recycled fueH is siaply dropped onto the top of the bed.
Spent fuel or fuel for recycle is removed eleaent-by-eleaent at the
bottoa by a selector aechanisa siailar to that for a gua-ball
•achlne. Pneuaatic transport by h e H U B IQ used to aove the spheres
either to the top of the reactor for re-entry or to a fuel storage
chaaber. Selection of fuel to be recycled or discarded is aade by a
subcritfeal reactor assembly through ehich the individual spheres
poss and by which the retaining usable fuel can be deterained by
reactivity aeasureaents. The fueling and refueling transport systea
is shoan schematically in Figure 5.

The refueling of prlsaatic fuel systeas is practical only eith
the reactor shutdoen. fi fuel charge aachine, ahlch travels on
rails, attaches to ports at the top of the reactor, and a reaote-
handIi ng aechan i SII reaoves t he fue I froa i nd i v i duoI st acks and
replaces those stacks element-by denent aith fresh fuel.

The high integrity of the fuel and the inertness of heliua.,
together sith eloborote coolant cleanup systeas, facilitate the
•alntenance of rcdloactively clean circuits. This aakes possible
the servicing and aaintenartce of the fuel and heliua handling
equipment, the piugging of failed steaa generator tubes, and other
operations aith a ainiaun of operator and aaintenance personnel
exposure to radiation. Heliua-cooled reactor circuits are cleaner
in this respect than those for any other coolant.

HIGH TEHPERRTURE GfiS-COOLED REflCTOR DESIGN

The plant characteristics for G typical largo, prisaatic-
fueSed HTGR are shoan in Table 2. Ue11-developed designs exist for
these reactors, and coaaercial orders aere placed in the 1970s for*
several ehich eere subsequently cancelled, primarily because of the
saaller projected electrical energy deaand in the United States.
Fiore recently, sac Her units [as low as 100 flU(e)] have been
conceptually designed aith highly passive safety features. The
saall sizes contribute both to passivity ond to a better tatch for a



Figure 5. Diagram of fuel-element circuit.
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Table 2. HTGR systeas have high theraa! efficiency,
!os uraniua needs

EngIi sh
SI units units

Nuclear aystea parameters
TheraaI poser, HU 2240
Helium pressure 4.8 UPa 1060 psia
HeMua temperature 685/313°C 1256/595°F

Poser systeas parameters
Poser cycle Non-reheat
Turbine steam inlet 10.9/537°C 2100/1000°F

pressure/teaperature

Systea paraaeters
Het electrical output, (1U 860
Net thermal efficiency, I 39



growth. FOB* large reactOPS
©«crete pressure vessels

size© 1100=150 ItU(e)], 8t©@!

HELiUn PURIFICATION CIRCUITS

in addition to th® coaponents tentloned
systea© are utSIDzed to charge and discharge the pr
circuit and to continually purify the heiiua. ft!though th© Initial
charge of heliua and sofceup requirements are provided fro®
convent 5 ona I pressur i zed, t ra i I er-aount ed ey! i nders, 8t opoge
capacity and high pressure coapressors Bust b® ytiSized to
depressurize the circuit for Baintenance and refueling (for
prlsaetic-fueled reactors) and to repressure it for operation.
Heiiua losses should occur only froa leakage, fueS-charg© laehlne
operation, and residuals in purged double closures during
taintenance operations.

!apuriti@s &nter the heiiua circuit through air4 end aoisture
adsorption on graphite fuel (although the fuel is earnsfaetwed and
©termed Sn h©ISua atyespheres), dmorpilon froa structural surfaces
fa!toeing construction and aairctenance, and sater leakage froa steaa
generat ors and f ros h«Isua c i rcu i at or bear i ngs and seaIs. The
latter source Is unique to the Fort St. Urafn Reactor, fhich has
•ater-lubricated bearings. However, circulators using oil-
Subricated bearings also introduce saall qucntltiss of hydrocarbons.
In addition, o very ssaH fraction of the fuel particles ar«
defective in manufacture and release rodionucSides to the circuit.
0y er a U , t hese sources requ i r»® el aborat e cleanup circuits in
duplicate to facilitate simultaneous operation and recharging. R
siepitfied heflua purification systea is shosn in Figured.
Purified heiiua is provided at higher than rsactop operating
pressure to buffer regions betaeen double closures to penetrations
and pressure re11e f waIve asseabIi es. Th13 prov i sI on woi ds any
out Ieekag© eh i ch a i ght aIi oa rod i oact i ve eIeaent s t o escape.

The purification systsa aust haue capacity for recharging the
vessel as sell as for noraal operation. The latter is a relatiuely
Joe requireaent (less than 101 per hour) which, for a 1170 ftU(e)
reactor, Is approximately 9.1 kg/sec. Ispuritlss In the circuit
typically are specified not to exceed 2 ppe each f@^ C02* H2O, and
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Figure 6. Typical helium purification system.
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hydrocarbons; 5 ppm for CO; and 10 ppm for H2. The purified helium
should not exceed 0.5 ppm for the combined amounts of CO, CO2, and
H2O; 0.5 ppm for H2; and O.t ppm for hydrocarbons). In practice, the
molecules are held to considerably loser levels In both helium
streets. The purification system also reduces radionuclides to very
!oe levels Including the long halffife noble gases, Kr and He.
This is conflretd by actual experience and results in very lo»
radiation exposure for operating personnel as shomn in Figure 7.

Chilled mirror-type dempoint hygrometers typically are used to
continuously eonitor •oisture content in the heliut circuits. Other
impurities are detenined periodically by laking samples for mass
spectrometer analysis. Samp11ng rakes are instaSIed in the BOin
coolant circuit to obtain representative analyses.

QUANTITIES OF HELIUti REQUIRED FOR HTGRs

Table 3 lists the heIius inventories and losses for several
HTGRs Including the projected large prismatic reactor. Losses have
been acceptable for the flUR («hich, as an eariy reactor, has a large
nusber of valves in a complex circuit) over a long operating
history. The THTR has only started operation, so those numbers ap»
preliminary. The Fort St. Urain losses are quite high because of an
inaccessible leak in the reactor core support floor, the design of
the heliut circulators, and other knom leaks union are considered
uneconomical to repair. Ulth available experience for the design
and operation of heNut systems, the estimate for losses in the
large pristatic reactor are thought to be achievable and probably
represent an overestiaate. Rs can be noted, the requirements for
takeup of heNut losses are an order of magnitude greater than the
initial charges. This further indicates the need for effective
helium purification systems.

One deterrent to the Introduction of high temperature helium-
cooled reactors In countries other than the United States has been
the unavailability of indigenous sources of helium. Fortunately,
the U.S. has large reserves of helium, assuming that they mill be
conserved ond used properly. Uith the discovery of helium in places
other than the U.S., that concern has been somemhat alleviated. It
also is necessary to look at the cost of the helium requirements.
Uith helium costing $10 per kg, the initial charge for a 10G0 fflKe)



Table 3. Helium Inventories, losses, and purification rates

Peach Fort Large
Reactor RUB Bottom St. Urain THTR Prismatic

Rated power RU(e)
Primary circuit helium Kg
Ha purification flou Kg/hr
Fraction purified per hr
He I !usi losses Kg/day

15
530
20

0.04
2

40
400
92

0.23
2

330
2950
440

0.14
200

300
8400
540

0.06
10

1,160
15,000
1,240
0.00
<10
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reactor (or its equivalent in dialler reactors) oouid be
approximately $150,000, and the totai unescafated cost for a 40-year
reactor lifetime aould be less than $1,500,000. fitthough this Is a
significant cost, it is a v@ry seal I fraction of the via! for
construction and operation of a nuclear plant. If he 11.^ mre not
available from natural gas and aere reeovared fro® the ^Eosphere,
the cost 19 estiacted to be approximately 100 times that from
natural gas. This probably souId render heltitB cooled reactors
econoo i ca11y unat traci i ve.

It is difficult to estimate ihat commercial future the HTGR
eay have, but, taking an optimistic estiaate oi reactors totes'I ing
the equivalent of 100 units of 1000 ftU(e) each operating for a
lifetime of 40 yeore, the heliutt requirements •ouid be apprexiaately
15 aillion kg. If, according to the estinates by Goeiler'U heliua
reserves in the United Stales are 774 Billion kgs, the heliua usage
indicated aould be a seaM but significant fraction of the known
reserves.

PROSPECTS FOR THE FUTURE

Projecting ths future for energy requirements has been very
difficult throughout the past decode, and estiaates aade today
probably urn no better. Hoeever, it is anticipated that nee
baseload electric generating capacity ail I be needed soon after the
year 2000 !f not before. 1? In viee of the attractive features of
the HTGR and the considerable base of experience now available, it
seems possible, if not probable, that the he IiUB-COOIed reactor can
becoaa a significant supplier of electric poaer in the United
States. The prospects in the Federal Republic of Geraany seea even
better since their Industrial capability for supplying the reactor
Is fell-established through the recent construction of the THTR-300.
fllso, the German industrial coaplex is concentrated geographically,
ahich facilitates transport of therBO I energy; thus, the HTGft
capability for* supplying high teaperature process heat is a
significant incentive for its developaent and demonstration in the
Federal Republic of Geraany. Process heat application also appears
to be of relatively early interest for Japan. In the long tera, the
application of heat energy for recovery of oil from tar sands is an
attractive but not aidely recognized incentive. In the meantime,
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the environaeniai and operations I advantage® of the HIGH In
supplying nuclear electric ensrg^ provide aerit for its applSect SOT
In i@ny locations.
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